
21st Century Physics – Laminated RazorSword 
 
 
RazorRazor, with the help of 21st Century physics and engineering; has developed the 21st Century laminated 
RazorSword.  However we owe our future as a debt to our past; so first let us take a journey to China over 2,000 
years into the past.  At this time in history the prototype process of forging and folding sword blanks to improve 
the quality of the steel is just being developed. 
 
About 1,300-1,400 years ago Japan learned about the folding and forging process.  The Japanese Katana is one 
of the most famous swords for its folded layers of high carbon steel to remove impurities.  The laminated layers 
of steel gave their blades better quality with greater strength.  The folding and forging of many layers of high 
carbon steel is a method to create many steel layers or laminations; the end result, a steel and blade that was 
more durable and much stronger. 
 
An alternate method is a welding process to laminate several layers of high carbon steel as is the San Mai 
method – a process using welded construction to laminate multiple layers of steel.  This style of construction; 
"San Mai" means 3-layers in Japanese.  In order to hold a superior sharp edge; the inner core would have a 
Rockwell hardness of an HRC 55-60. 
 
Today with the availability of high quality steels; the lamination method is no longer needed to remove 
impurities.  However laminating layers of steel is still considered a better method to increase the overall 
performance of high carbon steel swords.   
 
First we should address the quality of modern steel.  The finest steel made during the time of the illustrious 
Samurai, could never even begin to compete or compare with modern 21st Century engineering and the high 
quality steel it produces.  Today our computer control technology and high tech heat treating and tempering is 
the best the world has ever seen.  There is no need to hammer layer upon layer of white hot steel to remove 
impurities; however laminating several layers of steel together does have advantages, and will add to the 
strength and durability of a blade. 
 
The RazorRazor Company has invented a proprietary method to laminate and bond several thin layers of high 
carbon spring steel together.  The high carbon spring steel used by RazorRazor is of the highest quality; as good 
as or better than any modern $30,000 hand-made katana from Japan or Germany.  We use either a 1075 or 1095 
high carbon spring steel that is specially heat treated, and then tempered to our very precise specifications.  This 
will guarantee a durable non-deforming flexible blade that is almost indestructible.  Our RazorSwords will hold 
an exceptionally durable razor sharp edge; all due to the extreme hardness of our 1095 high carbon spring steel. 
 
RazorRazor’s revolutionary lamination process allows us to manufacture a heavy-weight RazorSword that is 
thick and heavy enough to crush though concrete blocks; yet capable of bending to 270 degrees or greater in our 
patented containment system.  Our heavy weight spring steel will bend without exceeding its yield strength 
(going into plastic deformation) and will always return to a “perfectly-flat/straight” configuration in accordance 
with factory specifications.   
 
Prior to the physics and technology used by RazorRazor; thick heavy spring steel would easily exceed its yield 
strength and permanently deform when pushed to a radius bend anywhere near 90-180 degrees.  RazorRazor 
engineering had to “reinvent” the laws of physics to create multiple layers in a spring steel blade that is both 
thick and heavy; yet with the physical properties that would allow it to bend beyond 180-270 degrees.  
Additionally the RazorSword blade had to be tough enough not to break, deform, or chip when striking hard 
objects like steel or concrete.   
 



Engineers have marveled at RazorRazor’s lamination process.  The RazorSword blade will bend 270 degrees 
(and beyond) and return to a “perfectly-flat/straight” configuration without reaching its yield point (plastic 
deformation).  See Below 
 
The yield strength or yield point of a material is defined in engineering and materials science as the stress at 
which a material begins to deform plastically. Prior to the yield point the material will deform elastically and 
will return to its original shape when the applied stress is removed. Once the yield point is passed some fraction 
of the deformation will be permanent and non-reversible (irreversible). 
 

 
New Laws in the “Laws of Physics” 

 
RazorRazor uses the laws of physics and Molecular Adhesion to bond and laminate layers of high carbon steel 
blades to create the heavy weight RazorSword.  The RazorSword blades physically “float” upon each other; 
technically they are not touching, this allows them to move independently of one another.  As the RazorSword 
bends; the laminated blades of the RazorSword actually move, and slide the entire length of the RazorSword 
blade at different ratios and speeds.  The two laminated RazorSword blades physically travel separately; at a 
differential rate of 1/16” to 1/8” over the entire length of the RazorSword.  This process disperses energy and 
stress that could cause permanent deformation.  RazorRazor is the first and only sword maker now or in history; 
that has applied these specific laws of physics into the art of sword making.   
 
 
 

RazorSword Lamination / Bonding of Multiple Blades 
 
Unlike the typical lamination process using great heat to weld or forge metals together; the RazorSword is 
laminated and bonded with the physics of Molecular Adhesion.  (No heat just the science of physics)  Our 
blades are held together by molecules of liquid grease; the RazorSword blades do not physically touch each 
other – the blades “float” on molecules of liquid grease - yet their bond is so strong they do not separate due to 
the physical forces of Molecular Adhesion.  The laminated blades have proven to be nearly indestructible; 
the extreme forces from striking hard objects are diffused through movement allowed by the Molecular 
Adhesion process.  Additionally the molecules “insulate” each blade from one other; this helps to absorb and 
dissipate the release of destructive kenotic energy into two or more laminated blades. 
 
Molecular Adhesion is the cohesive forces between liquid molecules that are responsible for the phenomenon 
known as surface tension.  Molecular adhesion is the tendency of dissimilar solids or liquids to cling together as 
a result of the interatomic forces which they exert upon each other across their common interface.  A simple 
example is that of a soapy liquid used to attach a thin film or thin membrane to a flat glass window surface.  The 
liquid molecules create an adhesion between the glass and film with the cohesive force known as Molecular 
Adhesion.  Just as the molecules of water on a highly polished car finish “bead together”; the inner molecules 
pull the outer molecules of a liquid towards the center, creating the bonding properties of Molecular Adhesion. 
 
Molecular Adhesion allows RazorRazor to laminate multiple single thin blades into multiple bonded layers; to 
create one very thick heavy blade.  We may combine blades of different thicknesses, blades of different 
hardness’s and even blades made with different materials; but this is only the beginning.   
 
RazorRazor may reverse the process (Reverse manufacture) and remove any layer from a completed 
RazorSword blade configuration.  We may reassemble the sword to make a new “hybrid RazorSword” (from 
some other previous RazorSword materials, or add totally new materials); now we have created a sword with an 
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entirely new set of physical properties.  These new characteristics may include, but are not limited to; weight, 
thickness, hardness, and material composition.  (I bet even the ancient Samurai would have been impressed) 
 
In theory it is even possible to combine spring steel strips with Kevlar strips and/or carbon fiber composite.  The 
possibility of new blade physical characteristics with other exotic materials is endless. 
 
There is no other sword manufacturer in the world, past or present, that has engineered sword design 
incorporating the physics of Molecular Adhesion with the ability to reverse the manufacturing process and 
transform a finished sword into a weapon with new dissimilar characteristics.  Additionally RazorRazor owns 
all the patent rights to the BeltSword Weapon Containment System technology; that contains, bends, and 
conceals the RazorSword or RazorBaton. 
 


